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ABSRCT. In order to design a laser rangefinder, it is necessary
to predict the effect that a change of any vexiables will have on
the expected performance. Preliminary aspects of the overall de-
sign are discussed giving a general background in the current state
of the art. A derivation of the relationship between the parameters
in what is generally called the "range equation" is shown. Methods
for determining the parameters are presented and it is shown how the
parameters affect the performance specification. The second half of
the thesis ;cmputes the range equation and presents the design for a
rifle rangefinder. The intent is to give a specific example for the
material in the preceding discussion, and also to report on this de-
sign, which is being developed as a protot-e model for military use.
The rifle rangefinder is a portable instrument designed to be mounted
on a rifle in place of the usual telescopic sight. It is extremely
lightweight (less than 5 lb) and sets the rifle to the correct eleva-
tion semiautomatically.

This report is a facsimile of a thesis prepared in partial sat-
isfaction of the requirements for a master's degree of science in
engineering. It is published at the working level for information
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LIST CF SYMBOLS USED, DUINITIONS, AND UITS

A ngstrom - 10"40 meters

Ao object area meters 2

A r " of receiver mter*2

c speed of light 3 X 108 mters/sec

d dia•eter of Laser rod

D diameter of objective lens

e charge on electron 1.6o x 10-19 coulombs

f/no. f number (for a lens, f/no. = diameter/focal length)

F bt false alarm rate during bt

FAt total false alarm rate

h Planck's constant 6.63 X 10-34 joule-sec

I noise current coulombs/sec

IN noise current electron/sec

k Boltzmm's constant 1.38 X 10" Jolles/oK

Ko reflection efficiency of object

RR collection optics efficiency

XT transmission of transmitter optics

Kx transiission of optical filter

S index of refraction

Smean number of electrons recorded during time resolution
period ft due to noise

Nmean number of electrons required In signal pulse

n t threshold number of electrons

NMP noise equivalent povr watts'
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P B taocground power watts/ster/ 2 /A

PN incident power 'which in noise wtts

PT powr output of laser (transmitter) watts

r ohms resistance of detector ohms

r1  lens radius of curvature for the first surface encountered
by the incident light

r 2  lens radius of curvature for the second surface encountered
by the incident light

s estimted standard deviation of mean number of electrons
received in 8t

S sensitivity of Utector anp/watt

sa. lateral dimter of blur circle due to spherical aberration.

S/tv ratio of signal to noise

t tie seconds

T transission, also used as a subscript denoting transmitter

T : absolute temperature ex

v noise voltage from detector volts

1

zz - (nt/
2

C Z ati/at

Slight, absorption )='I

b rotation raze of spinning reflector Q-spoller revolutions/sec

Of electrical bandwidth of circuitry sec

8R range resolution

at resolution tine sec

Srange gate time sec

A% optioal filter bandvidth A
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C angle betveen transmitter, object and. receiver; on an inte-

grated transmitter-receiver this angle is zero

I quantum efficiency of detector

0 transmitter beam spread radians

x wavelength meters

Smicron - 10-6 meters

7r 3.1416

a standard deviation

* natural beam divergence of a laser radians

O ' solid angle subtended by the object as seen from the receiver
OR steradians

0 R solid angle field of view of receiver steradians

vii



Chapter I

LASERS AND RADAR

Laser Rangefinders, like radar, measure distance by measuring the

time necessary for electromagnetic radiation to travel to the object

in question and back to a receiver at a speed equal to c/n -where n is

the optical index of refraction of the medium and c is the speed of

light in vacua. The first difference from radar is that the trans-

mitter power generator is a laser, which emits radiation with wave-

lengths in the optical region. This, of course, necessitates other

differences, such as the type of detection system used. Since lasers

are optical devices, they cannot be adapted directly to the function of

ranging from only a knowledge of electrical engineering. The theory of

range finding needs to be rederived on an optical basis, and requires

for its solution the engineering techniques encountered in optical

design.

Lasers have only been in existence during the last five years.

There are three general classes: gaseous lasers, semiconductor lasers

and solid or partially viscous lasers. The gaseous type is made from



a long, thin tube filled with some gas or combination of gases and has

usually been used where size is not prohibitive, where high energy out-

put is not necessary or where continuous operation or a more stable

frequency is desired. The other two types are smaller and are capable

of higher power outputs on a pulsed basis. The solid lasers are most

popular for rangefinder application; they are generally in the form of

a crystal or glass rod and the energy is put into the rod (the rod is

"pumped") by reflecting the light from a flashtube into the rod. The

resulting laser emission can be millions of times brighter than the

sun at that wavelength.

A laser rangefinder has many advantages over conventional radar.

Laser light is nearly monochromatic, that is, all the photons emitted

have nearly the same vavelength; thus by filtering out all wavelengths

except laser wavelengths from entering the detector, background radi-

ation, such as scattered sunlight, can be almost entirely eliminated.

Lasers can be designed so that the output light is collimated into a

very narrow beam which means that reflections from objects outside the

beam do not interfere with the desired reflected signal, a common

problem in radar called ground clutter. For a given energy input, the

distance light will travel can be greatly increased by collimation.

An interesting comparison can be made by considering the radiant inten-

sity or power density in the output from the transmitter. The 430 MC

radar under construction at Arecibo, Puerto Rico, using a 100 ft. disk

and 4.5 megawatt peak power has a power output of 1011 watts per

steradian. A 14.5 MW laser can easily have a power output of 1015 watts

per steradian. Peak powers in excess of 100 times 4.5 MW can also be

52



achieved. These characteristics privide new opportunities for inven-

tion and exploitation.

WAVELENTH DEPENDENCE OF LASERS

There are many kinds of laser materials and each emits light of a

wavelength which in unique to the material. The wavelengths can be

computed from the energy difference aE of the emitting energy transi-

tion. This energy difference is affected little by a change in

temperature and under normal temperatures does not vary by more than

one part in ten and for most lasers much less than that. Semiconductor

lasers vary much more with temperature than do ruby or glass lasers.

A desirable laser has the following properties: good energy conversion

efficiency; the product of its maximum output and the detector's sensi-

tivity is high; it transmits well through the atmosphere or other

intervening media; its size, availability, threshold energy for lasing,

etc. fits the requirements of the project ell.. If the dominant noise

source is background radiation, then the background should be low at

the laser wavelength since background of the same wavelength as the

laser light cannot be filtered out.

From Fig. 1 it can be seen that fortunately there are windows

through the atmosphere 2 at the popular, laser wavelengths, 1.06pi

(neodymium doped glass), 0.6 94t, (ruby) and 0.530P (the second harmonic

wavelength for neodymium). The maximum transmission of light through

the ocean is in the blue-green region, Fig. 2, so that second harmonic

neodymium glass lasers might be considered best for this

3



application. 3 ' 4o 5 The wavelength of gallium arsenide semiconductor

lasers (0. 8 30) also lies in an atmospheric window. More research on

lasers of this material is important because of their small size and

high efficiency. Latest reports show gallium arsenide to be about 40%

efficient in converting electrical input to light output pover. Ruby,

a comon laser material, is no better than 0.1% efficient. Neodymium-

glass is about 0.5% efficient when used in the infrared, but the

efficiency drops an order of magnitude in the second harmonic and even

more for higher harmonics. Private communications with Dr. Hugh Quin

of International Business Machines indicate that the output of gallium

arsenide may soon be in the high power region by having one gallium

arsenide laser pump into another, thus operating as an amplifier; or

gallium arsenide lasers may also be used as a pump source for other

lasers.

WAVELENTH CONSIDERATIONS FOR DETECTION

Looking at the next graphs, Figs. 3 and 4, the merits of various

wavelengths can be seen. Fig. 3 shows how the sky irradiance changes

with wavelength, and Fig. 4 shows the ability of photomultipliers to

detect various wavelengths. * Photosultiplier tubes make by far the

* For helpful information on photomultipliers, see the technical
brochures from the following companies:
EMI Electronics, Ltd./U.S., North Hollywood, Calif.
Electro-Mechanical Research, Int.., F)inceton, N. J.
M Industrial Labs., Div. of International Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Radio Corp. of America--especially RCA phototubes and photocells,
technical manual PT-60, Lancaster, Pa.
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best detectors for the visual wavelengths. Only at mavelengths les

than 1. 06;1 does any other form of detector perform nearly as well. At

1. 06p the performance of silicon detectors which are specially tuned

to have maximum sensitivity there equals that of photomultipliers.

The intirnal noise generated by silicon detectors is indeed much

greater than that of photomultipliers, but the quantum efficiency--the

ability to convert incoming photons to electrons--is so much better

that it compensates for the increased noise. The respective quantum

efficiencies of photomultipliers and silicon at 1. O6it are 0.O.% and

better than 8V,,.* The disadvantages of phottwmultipliers are their

large size, the very high supply voltages necessary, and their con-

struction, which for some applications leaves them relatively fragile.

COMONENTS

The components of the rangefinder can conveniently be classified

according to their function. These are shown in the block diagram,

Fig. 5.

Transmitter

The laser pum power supply usually consists of a battery or

rectified alternating voltage with capacitor output. It is at this

point that the system's input energy is usually calculated. Capacitors

are high efficiency devices and can be treated with small error as

* Technical information brochures from Electro-Nuclear Labs.,

Inc., Mountain View, Calif.
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*1 having efficiencies of 100%. This means that the input energy per

pulse to the laser can be calculated as CV2 vhwe C is the capaci-

tamne and V is the potential difference applied.

When a flashtube is used as the laser puip, it is connected to the

capacitor and, when triggered, converts the capacitor's stored energy

into light which pumps the laser with a spectrm depending on the

flashtube Smse. used. For semiconductor diode lasers the capacitor

pulse Is applied to the Junction of the semiconductor mterials.

6 1A rangefinder laser should always be Q-spoiled, "Q-spoiling" or

"Q-switching" generates a short pulse vith high peak powr and both of

these conditions are necessary. The pulse duration, or at least the

rise tim of the pulse, should be sharp so that distances can be re-

solved. The rise time must be on the order of, or shorter than,

2 n 8R/c where R is the desired range resolution, n is the index and a

Is the speed of light. That pover is the quantity of interest rather

than energy can be seen by realizing that only that energy which in re-

ceived during some definite time interval can be used as signal, and

energy per unit time is, of course, power. It is possible to use auto-

correlation schemes which have been developed for radar, to determine

the shape (amplitude versus timr) of the transmitted pulse and to deter-

.1ua the effect of the target and intervening medium (atmosphere) on

the pulse shape. The return signal can then be ex-tracted from the

noise knowing its expected shape. When this Is done the distinction

betwen energy and power becomes less clear and it might be argued that

energy is more important. Auto-correlation techniques have their chief

value 2n radar vhere repetitive pulsing is used. It can be shown that to
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operate the laser in other than the single pulse mode is at the present

wasteful of energy, if not beyond the state of the art.

Earlier it was stated that the energy delivered in a given time

period determines the average power. A complete discussion of what

that time period should be and how it is related to pulee length and

other parameters males up a good part of this paper. The tlme is

usually determined electronically and may include only part, or all,

of the pulse. In order to determine time precisely when a pulse

longer than the resolution time is used, it may be necessary to

measure time from a given point on the wave shape. This is actually

a simplified form of correlation counting. 7 The limit on how short

this time period can be and how precisely range can be determined or

resolved is affected by three major factors. Atmospheric turbulence

and inhomogeneity affect the tine of arrival of the return pulse. The

time response of the detector and its processing circuitry and the

electronic bandwidth limit the time. Third, the laser pulse itself

may be too long. These points will be elaborated on later.

A means to further shorten the laser pulse beyond what Q-spooling

does is to use a laser amplifier. Putting a pulse of light from one

laser into another vhich is already pumped to an excited state will

also stimulate emission from that laser. Since the front part of the

stimulating pulse arrives first, it will be amplified most. Most of

the amplifier's stored energy will have been used by the time the

trailing edge comes along so that the resulting pulse has a sharper

rise time and a greater energy density than the original pulse had.



Since the beam direct from the laser has a divergence which is

greater than necessary or desirable, azd because a narrowr beam means

higher power density and greater range, the direct output must almost

alays be further collimated. A scmwhat detailed discussion of the

limits on improvement that can be expected is given in Chapter 4 .

For precise rabge measurements it is necessary to use a detector

to measure precisely the time of pulsing. This is best done by

appropriately observing the light pulse itself. Time measurements

beganu hen the flashtube is triggered are unreliable because of

variations in excitation time.

Receiver

The light reflected from the object is collected by auxiliary

optics, vhich focus the light on the detector. Th. received intensity

Is directly proportional to the effective area of the receiving tele-

scope. Of course, received background radiation increases in the saei

proportion, but since noise increases by the square root of noise

amplitude, as will be shown in Chapter 2, the total gain when back-

ground is the predominant noise will only be proportional to the change

in diameter of the collecting optics.

The computing system usually consists of a flip-flop circuit

-which is turned on by the transmitter detector and turned off a&ain by

the receiver detector. The flip-flop circuit starts and stops a

timin device or clock such as a crystal controlled oscillator. The

elapsed ti.s then is displayed as range.

An alternate method for emrputing the range has been described by

8
S4the author. It has a more limited application but offers somse

10
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advantages to the clock method. Simply, it consists of a rotating

mirror whose speed of rotation is knovn. The optimum position for this

mirror i.,ald be on the shaft of t1he mirror used to Q-spoil the laser.

Thbe rece. red light would ue reflected from the mirror and diverted

through an angle which is proportional to the range. The transmitter

fires when the Q-spoiled shaft is at a fixed angle. If this is called

the fiducial angle or 00, then 7, the angle at which the light is

received, is

7 =4 n R ý/c

The factor 4 appejrs in this equation because of the travel time

to and from the target and because of the equal angles of incidence

and reflection from the mirror.

11



Chapter 2

INTRODUCTION

To approach the problem of knowing what size power supply is

needed, how much cooling is necessary and what the optical design

should be, calculation must be made of the laser light output r-ruire-

sent. This calculation is based on three categories of variables:

first, parameters set by the objective of the project and considered

to be fixed, second, parameters which are themselves to be calculated

or determined experimentally, and third, parameters which would be

desirable if they could be incorporated. The first category might

include the maximum distance over which range information will be

required, the repetition or sampling rate, the precision of the

measurement, the target's size and reflectivity, the percentage of

times that the target can be allowed to be missed or not detected, the

percentage of incorrect readings or false alarm rate, and perhaps the

maximum package size and weight. The second group requires the mostII research to assess and includes description of the detector, atmos-

pheric attenuation, background brightness, attenuation by the optics,

J1



signal to noise ratio and cooling rate. The third area is the part

most %ffected by the design. A good design will allow for increased

range, more precision, portability, reliability, and all other aspects

which could mamk the rangefinder a better instrurmrnt.

In deriving the power requirements the noise present will be com-

puted first, the percentage of light output which is received and used

as signal will be found, and then the necessamy signal to noise ratio

will be computed. Only after all these variables are included into a

single equation can a design be properly accomplished. For instance,

in different cases such things as the beamwidth or the area of the

receiver my appear as the square, the cube or even the fourth power,

and of course this will tremendously affect the physical design.

BACRMROUND NOISE

The power, or flux per second, PB' which is always present as

background in the field of view of the receiver has a spectral

dependence and must, therefore, be expressed per unit of wavelength

at a given wavelength. Since the dependence is not strong it my then

be multiplied directly by the bandwidth A% of -wavelengths being

looked at with negligible error. That is, for narrow bandwidths the

background power is nearly enough independent of wavelength to be

taken outside the integral.

f P.B (X.)d% PB(

13



Actually, of course, the vavelengths looked at (bandpass of the

filter) are not rectangular, but are

more as shovn for the percentage of
% TA

light at a given wavelength, and now

sort of numerical integration Is

appropriate.

Noise due to background radiation is a direct function of the

area of the receiver AR or telescope, and the angular fieM '. of viev

over which it receives background radiation. This vill be equal to the

field of viev of the receiver 0 R minus the solid angle subtended by

the object at the receiver %R . Power must also be multplp.ed by the

efficiency NR of the collection optics and the transmission F. of the

optical filter and the quantum efficiency -q or sensitivity S of the

detector. The quantum efficiency or sensitivity is taken into account

because noise is conceptually most easily computed in terms of

electrons on the first dynode for a photomultiplier or in the output

of a detector.

(I) PN (watts incident) = PB AR •R " ) 1 R

(2a) 'N (electrons/sea) PB AR (OR -n % KFIk R S/e

where 3N is the noise current and e is the charge on an electron.

Alternatively, since the energy of a photon equals he/% where h

Is Planck's constant and c is the speed of light, inc•ming energ may

be converted to photons per second and multiplied by the quantum

efficiency to obtain electrons per second.

(2b) 'N (01etrms/sec) -P33AR (nR 9lR~w ) 4V.,KR~ X



All of the above refers to diffuse radiation within the field of

view of the receiver; there could be specular reflection of the sun,

for instance, on the target or other objects giving rise to much larger

values of energy depending on the particular geometry and intended use

but in most cases the probability of occurrence is so low as to be

neglected here.

DETECTOR NOISE

Noise in the detection circuitry can be analyzed by components

such as detector dark current, amplifier and load resistance noise,

and read-out ambiguities. The latter can generally be designed to be

negligible with standard electronic techniques. The former two which

will be considered here depend on the detector.

For photomultiplier tubes, dark current at room temperatures is

predominantly due to thermionic emission from the photo-cathode which

is then amplified along with the signal. In the situation where the

tube is cooled so that other sources of noise become comparatively

appreciable, the total dark current will have dropped to a level such

that there is good probability that no noise electrons will appear

during the short time interval of detection and exterior noise

sources will predominate.

NOISE STATISTICS

When the predominant noise is either due to thermionic emission

from the photo cathode or from the photo cathode being illuminated by

15



a ste9a background, the frequency is best described by a Poisson dim-

tribution since individual electrons are emitted from. the cathode

randmlywit repec toims9-13
randcmly with respect to "m. There is a slight deviation from

Poisson because not all electrons emitted reach the photomultiplier

dynode and get amplified but this effect is negligible. It could also

be described more basicly by a binomial distribution knowing the pro-

ceses by which photons are absorbed and electrons emitted or how

thermal agitation causes electrons to overcome the work function

energy, etc., but the parameters necessary to do this are not readily

available and the Poisson description is preferable.

During some time period, 5t, there will be n electrons expected.

To find out the number of electrons for threshold, nt, an acceptable

signal, to noise ratio must be detezmined. The threshold value is set

such that whenever more than nt electrons arrive during the time period

it is concluded that a signal is present or if there are less than nt

no signal is present, only noise. When an electronic de-Ace is used

it is set to respond only to voltages greater than voltage corre-

sponding to nt electrons. A false alarm rate is decided upoL, as in

radar, which is the percentage of time for which a false sigaal ie

recorded due to noise. This false alarm rate is the probability,

F t (<nt), predicted by the Poisson distribution.

n -n

)8t<t = n n e)

for which tables are available.14' 15

It is desirable to normalize this in terms of the estimated

standard deviation s since a =Gna. ussian distribution tables



may be used for this for large n and nt may be estimated by determining

the parameter x where

A

(4) nt=i e=E+()1

As an example, if there are ten or twnty or more electrons on

the average, then ten percent of the time the fluctuation will exceed

the mean. This points up the fact that w are interested only in the

fluctuation in n, not n except, of course, that they are related. On

a macroscopic scale the noise may be thought of as a summation of a

direct current and a fluctuating, alternating current where the origin

is taken at the mean d.c. level i instead of at zero so that the

mugnitude of the d.c. part is negated. This leads to important

rAsults much as the fact that it does pay to increase the area of the

receiving optics since signal will go up linearly while background

noise increases only by the square root of the increased area.

There are two time periods involved--the resolution or pulse

time 8t and the range gate At. The range gate is the time or range

over which a signal might be expected or more precisely, the time

during which noise electrons might be counted as signal. The reso-

lution time is determined by one of 4-.wo factors. If the precision of

the range measurement is not critical, it will be the time necessary

to enclose the total laser pulse--about 30 to 50 nanoseconds or 15 to

25 feet of range for a typical Q-spoiled pulse. When greater pre-

cision is necessary, that will be the controlling factor; also the

rise time of the pulse will have to be less than the resolution time

which may require special Q-spoiling techniques and/or laser

amplifiers.
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Once Vie mximm permissible false alarm rate for the entire

range cycle FAt is decided upon, then the minimu number of' electrons

N required in the return signal during the pulse time bt can be com-

puted. Now. (l - FP8 t) is the probability that no false alarm occurs

per pulse period; if z is the number of times that At exceeds bt, then

(5) F~t = I - (I - F t)z

thus from Eq. 3

(6) FUt = 1 - n z n n'e

which can be solved for nt.

N, the number of electrons required for the signal is computed

next. Trhe fluctuation of N is also described by the Poisson distri-

bution so that one standard deviation is equal to ( De. Determination

of how far above threshold (f + n) should be depends on how often one

can allow the sum of the number of electrons in the signal plus the

number due to noise to add up to less than nt, the decision or thres-

hold level. When this occurs the signal is missed and nothing is

recorded at all. The standard deviation of the total is the square

root of the sum of the variances, which when N and ii are each Poisson

distributed is (W + n)2. If y is the number of standard deviations

by which (W + 3) should exceed nt, then

(7)t+ ( i

y my be determined from tables knowing the mimsed signal rati to be

allowed and then smime nt and F are already computed, ý my be com-

puted Iteratively, usually in two or three trials.
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Coining Eqs. (7) and (),
1

f =x (E) + y (W+ ii) 2

Since for large n, which is often the case, N is comparatively small,

1

(8) = (x + y) (i

SOLID STATE DETECTORS

Another detector which is used where infrared detection is needed

and where the size and ruggedness becom important is a solid state

detector. In the visible, their performance is several orders of

magnitude down from photomiltipliers and so ar not generally con-

sidered for use there. At the neodymium wavelength, 1.06ii, the only

photomultiplier surface which is sensitive is Ag-O-Cs, which is

classified as S-1 by the Electronics Industries Association (EIA).

Its performawie is roughly equivalent to a silicon detector which in

properly tuned to that wavelength and amplified. Thus a silicon

detector is in competition with a photomultiplier for neodymium wave-

lengths. Silicon detectors can be made with a quantum efficiency

approaching 100% at 1.06D± and a noise equivalent power, NlP, which is

low enough that the limiting noise comes from the following amplifier.

Noisj occurring in solid state amplifiers is usually thermal noise

arising from thb random agitation of molecules with an amplitude

measured in terms of the absolute tezjerature T'. It is based on

Einstein's derivation of Brownian movement and is also called Johnson

noise. It has been shown to be independent of frequency up to very
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high frequencies and is described by a Gaussian distribution around the

mean which is zero. The estimted standard deviation a is calculated

from the formula

(9) iT f
\ r

Here i = (peak current) - (average current)

ant k is the Boltzmnn constant, Sf is the electrical bandwidth and r

is the ohmic resistance of the input to the amplifier (usually, there-

fore, the detector resistance) since the noise in this, input restor

material is amplified most and therefore predominates.

OUTPUT ATTENITUTI3N

Once the number of signal electrons required from the photo

cathode is knowm, the equivalent output from the laser necessary to

produce this can be calculated. As the power output PT from the laser

(transmitter to use the radar term) goes along the optical train, it

is first modified by the percent transmission of the optics KT. The

transmitted beam has a spread that is usually a cone and measured by

the angle 9 in radians; when the object area A is smaller in extent
0

than the area of the cone cross-section at that range then 4'A/7(9 R) 2

of the beam is intercepted, where R is th range from transmitter to

object; when the object for which range is desired is equal or greater

than the cone, then A° = r(G R) /4. The object next reflects only a

certain percent K0 of what is incident; if it has retrodirectional

20



properties this must be taken into account, or if it Is diffuse, a

model such as lambertim or isotropic should be assumed, in most eases

a lembertian Vurface cams closest to actuAlity. Lambert derives

his model based on the projected area visible to the receiver at each

point on the hemisphere. Near the periphery the illuminated area is

seen edge on and therefore is zero. Elsewhere the area seen increases

as the angle a shown on the inset decreases. It is assumed that the

flux seen from A is proportional so that at the point where the flux

is received the power is proportional to cos 6. The total flux emitted

to the hemisphere at e = 0 is therefore

twice the amunt at that angle if the..
/ LINE OF i;GHTM

energy were assumed to be uniform over FROM TRANSMITTER

the hemisphere of surface area .

2 r R2 . 16 The area of the receiver A. A°.

intercepts a portion of what is

reflected and for a target or object vith a surface that in assum to

reflect light according to the lambertian model the portion is

AR/TR2 , for a corir cube prism or similar object vhich returns the

incident beam on itself without altering the original angular devi-

ation the portion is R/r (R Q)2. This is further reduced by the

transmission of the receiving optics KR, the transmission of the

optical filter K.,,and the efficiency of the photo catho&surfazee q.

The pover output of the transmitter in terms of the number of

electrons required from the photo cathode is then
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(10a) -2 2 R 2 aR

NTý 0 A TKKR hce1 6

(lambertian reflector object)

- 2 4 4 2 a R

(1ob) = N R hc e

(retrodirectional object)

Eq. 10 is used as it stands for the case where the limiting noise is

generated within the detection device itself, be it dark current from

the photosurface, detector junction, amplifier, load, or whatever and

Eq. 6 is substituted.

For the case where the limiting noise comes from illumination of

the background in the object space the following equation is to be

preferred as the function of the parameters in their ratio to PT is

changed. From Eqs. 2b, 8 and 10a (for a background limited situation

the receiver is generally designed so that the field of view is equal

to the cone of the projected light or output divergence and for most

cases obR is negligible 4R "

s t2 2Rn4h c cOR

T, a
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(a)(x +Y) r3/2 g3 R 4( B 6
PT 8 A 0 "T KO0 *-2 aRAR'R1 'hcE

(lambertian reflector object)

(11b) (x + Y) 3/205 R4 P13V c
PTý32 A0 Lsr KO e -2 a fý RT ¶iX-

(retrodirectIonal object)

Another case which might be encountered is where the limiting

noise is due to energy which is reflected from the targt itself. A

similar derivation to that shown above should then be followed.

Fig. 6 shows how the power required changes with range for

various values of atmospheric absorption. Fig. 7 gives a similar

graph for the case where the object is larger than the laser bean and

instead of an Inverse fourth power law, the inverse square law holds.
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280

164

F~~gure 6. PTw Q~u R I km

This graph show how power varies with rmWg for various wvels

of atmogborher absorption. In this came the laser bean is larger

than the object.
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Chapter 3

NEED FOR RIFLE RANGEFINDER

These last two chapters describe an actual design for a laser

rangefinder. This chapter derives the power requirements as a

specific example of how to apply the ideas developed previously. In

Chapter 4 the mechanical and optical details for the design are pre-

sented.

In the Armed Forces, there is need for a portable instrument

which can determine range accurately. The author determined that this

need could be met by using a laser and proceeded to determine specific

goals for such an instrument. Consultation with Marine and Navy per-

sonnel and the reading of Anrn field manuals 1 7 ' 18 showed that if an

instrument could be developed which was light enough it would have

extensive use in a myriad of projects, such ais tank fire control, for-

ward observing, mapping reconnaissance, and sniping, to name a few.

Perhaps the person needing the smallest rangefinder of all is the

sniper, and it was decided to design a prototype for this use first.
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DESIGN GOALS

A sniper's mission often involves situations where a single, long

range rifle shot is the only chance he has. It is important that this

shot be accurate as it will alert the enemy who will then seek cover.

A second or third shot will likely give away the sniper's position.

Using special ammunition and specially bored rifle barrels, a sniper

often shoots from long distances. Since a bullet drops a great deal

at the longer rnges, the major reason for a miss was found to be the

rifleman's inability to properly assess the longer range (e.g. 1,000

yards). It is thought possible, however, that a sniper might attempt

shots at a range of 1,000 yards if he knew the range, therefore the

design goal was set for maximum range of 1,000 yards. It was decided

that no greater accuracy than 50 feet in range would be needed and no

infor1,tion closer than 200 feet would be used.

The lightest existing laser rangefinder to date weighs in excess

of 25 pounds including an external battery pack. However, in order to

be of use to a sniper, for whom the rangefinder could only be one of

many pieces of gear, the laser could add no more than 5 pounds to the

rifle. This fact is borne out by the dismal failure of the infrared

snooper scope. It works quite well but because it weighs 27 pounds no

one was willing to carry it. In spite of the fact that several com-

panies did not think that a laser rangefinder could be built weighing

less than 15 pounds at the present state of the technology, a design

was attempted and has now been successfully accomplished.
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The false reading rate should be kept extremely low, say one per

thousand although the missed rate could be higher, maybe 25 per thou-

sand, since the sniper can simply measure the range over again.

Another desired goal was to have the range information display be

readily usable. While present idead all use a crystal controlled

oscillator to time the pulse and then display this data on external

meters, the goal for this design was to allow the sniper to keep his

eye on the object at all times while range is being obtained.

Security is a design goal. The act of ranging should not alert

the enemy.

RIugedness and a mininimm of maintenance or supplies such as

replacement batteries are obvious requirements.

ENERGY CALCULATION

Object

The most difficult object for the rangefinder to encounter will

be that of a man wearing absorbent clothing and presenting as little

Perhaps an an 18 inch diameter area at 1,000 yards. The clothing

would typically absorb all the light incident upon it and rerndiate

perhaps as little as ten percent back. Buttons or other objects

reflecting specularly would in general reflect in directions other

than toward the receiver and thus would subtract from the effective

area of the 18 inch diameter. The percentage of specularly reflecting

area, however, will probably be negligible.

The best estimate of the diffusely reflected energy distribution

in space it that it will all be reflected back into a hemisphere
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tovard the laser. The distribution within this hemisphere is most

closely approxlmated by a model due to Lambert where Lh radiation back

into the hemisphere is zero at the periphery and nuximum at the

receiver% As shown previously the maxiimlm is exactly twice that which

would be expected for an emitter radiating uniformly into the hemi-

sphere. Thus, the incident energy is reduced by the factor.

2 (surface area of hemi phere)
k0 (effective aperture area of receiver)

Background Radiation

Although the worst case for detectability through a riflescope,

(least contrast between object and its background) is when the object

is in a dark forest or shadow, the worst case for the rangefinder is

when the object is silhouetted against a bright background. The

brightest probably background will be a cloud filling the field of

view of the receiver, made bright by scattered sunlight. As in

Eq. (i) the amount of noise powir thus entering the receiver will be

PB AT("R-SwR)

where

OR = Ao/R2

Determination of the correct value for PB is a formidable task,

one, however, which should be done quite thoroughly in order to obtain

a meaningful value. To investigte the general case properly would

require another thesis. Since the subject is covered thoroughly in

the literature it will suffice to simply point out sources of
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information and w•w a few general couments, even though background

brightness must inextricably be part of the subject of laser range

moters. The bibliography is not intended to be coMlete, but some of

the references listed do have comprehensive bibliographies. 
1 2

The major problem with determining background light level is that

it varies constantly as a function of so many paraeters that no two

sources of information agree. This changing light level also makes

it difficult to establish even a probable vorst case although this

must be done before the laser can be designed.

In this problem of the rifle rangefinder, it is inprobable that

range will be required at an elevation angle greater than 15 or 20

degrees. The drawing, Fig. 8, shows the conditions for which ranging

will be most difficult. The sniper is shooting uphill, through an

absorbing atmosphere such as haze or light fog at a small object which

has a bright background surrounding it.

Since the percentage of total shots which will have the combi-

nation of high angle, foggy day, and bright clouds over the entire

field of view is very small, it will be reasonable to choose a rather
-I.2 0

liberal value for P A value of 3 X 10"4 "latts/m -ater-A is chosen

B-3
as a value to design for at 1.o6g and 10-3 at 0.59t with values

interpolated frm these two using the graph shown, Fig. 9, for other

wavelengths.
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Rangsflnder Is To Rane Accurately
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ATMOSPHERIC TRANMISSION

The transmission of laser light tjough the atmosphere to the

object and back again, is computed from the expression e where

R 1,000 yds = 914 meters. 2 3 ' 2 2 The metric system is preferred,

but since range estimation for rifles has been in yards, this will be

used for the first prototype's readout display.

The comments in the preceding section on the variability of PB

also apply to a. Normlaly a is a very powerful factor (see Figs. 6

and 7) and knowing the exact value of PB' since it appears in the

square root of the range equation, is of lesser consequence than know-

ing a. Here, however, because of the short distance involved and the

small amount of atmosphere to be travesed, the opposite prevails. A

typical value for the absorption coefficient is 0.05 per km on a clear

day, but if a value as different as 0.1 were used, the difference in

total transmission would only change from 91 to 83 percent. On the

other hand, since a sniper doesn't especially limit himself to clear

weather conditions and even though R is exceptionally snall, a my

become quite large. As a guide the following table gives roughly the

visibility limit and corresponding a for various weather conditions.

Using the table as a basis for decision and supposing that a sniper

would want to see in excess of .4,000 yards before attempting to shoot

an object at 1,000 yards, the value for c is seen to be 1, maiking the

total transmission 16% at visual wavelengths. Referrir& to Fig. I in

the lot chaT'ar, transmission at 1.()6g would be about 20%.
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Values of E-tinction Coefficients for

the International ViCibillty Code*

Nhx. Visible

Code Indices Disance Extinction Coefficient

I (Upper Limit) (lover Limit)

dense fog) 8o"in
I thick fog) 200 20
2 gnoeztei•og) 500
3 ight fog) la 4
4 thinfog) 2 2
5 haze) i4 1

*6 (lughthae 10 o.4&
7 (clear) 20 o.2

( v(ry clear) 50 0.o8
9 (.xceptiomlly clear) 280 (pure air) o.oi0 (pure air)

1ASER MATERIAL

Conconitant with the goals of ligLt weight and security, neo-

dynium-doped rare earth glass ikich emits light of 1.0611 wavelength

vas chosen for the laser material. During darkness, a very definite

beam of red light can bb seen from the laser vbhen ruby is used, and it

Is possible that somane might be looking In the direction of the

laser vhen It is fired. Also, the threshold Input energy level for

* Talon from Van do Rulst, H. C., "Scattering in the Atmoephere
of the Earth and the Planets." This paper Is included as Chapter III
In a book The Atno~uýres of the Earth and Plaetsp ed. by G. P.
xuiper, ChT;ZVj: Uiiiy7 orhaicago, Press, 1947t.



lasing is higher for ruby than for veodynium. 'While it is true that

ruby light can be detected more eorsily (the quantum efficiency of

photouultipliere is two orders of magnitude better at .59431 than at

1.0 6 4) it -dll be seen later that for energy impute to Nd equaling the

threshold value for rubyt a 1,000 yard ra&W can be obtained anyway, so

that other arguments are invalid. Also, recent developments in solid

state silicon photodetector. make a solid state detector as good at

1. 06 as a photomultiplier at the wag wavelength. A detector and

eqlifier require less space than a photmltiplier and high voltage

power supply. Nd in a CeM0 4 crystal has a lover threshold, buV is not

as rtged a glass and is very much more expensive.

Perfornance from other types of lasers has not advanced suffi-

ciently to equal that of any of the above mentioned mterials.

Gallium arsenide injection lasers rere not considered because,

for room temperature operation, at present, they do not exhibit high

enough power outputs. To carry enough coolant for even a half day's

operation would mae then bulkier than Nd and would require refills

which makes coolants inpractical.

RECEIVER APERTURE

The receiver area is a parameter that will be discussed to some

degree In this chapter and also in the next. The maxiam 3ize of the

* Study by Autonetics, Div. of North American Avlation, to be
published.
Also private conversations with Electro-Nuclear Corp. confirmed this.
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receiver is determinsel prlmrily by the bulk which can be tolerated by

a sniper on his rile. SQWVbat arbitrarily, it is decided that a 9 am

disaster wculd not be too clumsy, aking AR = .00636 a.

At this point it seems vise to summarize, according to the outline

in the Introduction to Chapter 2, paramters pertinent to range vithout

considering size and weight.

Parameters set by Variables determined Variables yet to
be not by design or

goals of project so far fras the goals state of the art

R 9l4 vsters x. 1.o 6 4~

-4 28R 15 oAters PB 3 X 10 watt/ster-m A AR

ka 731. voters ax I K,

FAt 0.1% AR 6.36 x o"3

KO 10% 7

WmoR .5 X 10-.6 stor R

at io"7 me a

z 50 PB
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DETECTOR

Having decided upon 1.0 6 p, there are twc leading detectors from

which to choose. A nev ruggedized, S-i response photolultiplier hha
*

been developed which is only 2 cm in diameter and 9 cm long. The

quantum efficiency at 1. 06p is only 0.000O while that of a silicon

detector in about 0.5. For this case, where the background radiation

is so high as to make the photcmultiplier' a low internal noise of no

significance the emuIconductor detector is by far the best choice.

The usual reason for choosing photosmltipliers over photodiodeas is

because of the large thermal or Johnson noise in the diode and its

anplifier. In this case, however, the bsckgrmmd illumination is such

as to sake the admantages frou a photmultiplier's low noise of lerser

Importance.

Internally generated noise frm the silicon detector may be

calculated from the equation for therm. noise.

(12) (

since T' = 3000 and r in 5 X 104 am,

i= 5.75 X 013 (8f)½

apprcximsting 8f by 1/8t = 107 cps,

= 1.8 x 10- 9  coulcmbs/sec

1.1 X 1010 electrons/see

' RCA type C70102B; Westingiouse type Wx-'2779
** See Holtere, p. 243.
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OPCTCAL FnTH

Sifce the sectio will sho that background radiation is a

major caume of noise, it is desirable to filter out all velenths

except those teaitted by the laser itself. From Eq. (11), Chapter 2,

it Is seen that the fraction &A./% must be kept Io, that Is, the

desirable filter vill have a narrow pasbsnd to eliminate background

and a high transmission to pass signal. The high trammission is

almys desimble,, but if other noise in the circuit is much higher

than background than only 1/K neds to be .ov. This is Inortant

sin-e in munwfaturing interference filters, h-samdesion and boadpass

features tend to be incoatible. Generally, in order to get sharper

bandpasses mor interference Is necessary, imzlying layers of the

thin films and this of course man less transmission.

Speotrophotometer traces of the best available filters for 1.6i

are sho•n in Figs. 10 and 11. The first trace is over a long wve-

length range to show th3 blocking and the next true is expanded to

show the bmaIdpass region. Thi shoVw extended blocking over the

visual rang for the case mhen S-1 sm*fAce photonaltiplier is mosd as

this phatomultiplier is sensitive in this vavvlength rxae. Neither

the photomrltiplier nor the silicon detector i1 sensitive to wave-.

lengths langer than 1.2p.

From the gra p, which is an actual trace, X Is seen to be 70%,

and b, masured at 35% tranamission is 95A. By summing mrcally
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as Indleated in Chapter 2, it can be seen that this value for bX Is
0

slihtly low, so a rounded vaue of 100l Is used Instead.

CAUIATION OF NOISE DtM TO BACWIND

Using 3 X 10" wtts/ster-w -A as the value for background radi-

ation the noise can '-e calculated in terms of electrons eming from

the detector. From Chapter 2, Eq. (2b),

In (eloctrons/see) P1 AR N " ) 6X KR 1 F-i

All the variables except aR 9nd AR have been determined and in the

next chapter it ill be shown that their values are .9 andr/2 X 10

steradi&ns, respectively. Substitution of the appropriate values

into the equatioa given

(3 x lo' )(6.36 x Lo1(y - .5)(1o (1oo)(.7o)(.9)(.5)(1-.06 x 66)
i n= ( 6 .6 3 x 1o -3 ) ( 3 X 1o 0 )

= 34.4 X 1o7 ele.trons/sec

CAIUIATION OF SIGI1kL-TO-NOISE RATIO

Calculations show that. during the resolution time 8t (= 10-7 sec)

on the average 34.4 electrons will be expected from the detector. The

fluctuations around this average value will be Geuxeian, due to

therml noise, vith a standard deviation a of 1.1 X 10 3 electrons.
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Fros the desired total fa.le alarm rate F"t of 0.001, the false

alam rate fdriM bt Is given from Eq. (5), Chapter 2.

= I6 - (1 - re)

Ab r t 2 AR / c 8 o a
B &•2 B/,.c '--

thus 119 mn~l - r8t) - 0.9W9

Fbt = 2.0 X 10-6

and from the BitantrIks Tables 1 5 this is a 4.6 standard deviation.

The decision level or threshold number of electrons Is

(4) nt =n+ sx

= 314.14 + 14.6 (1.1 X lo3)

= 5100 electrons

However for a missed aignl probability of 2½% the aver.ge

nlrer of ealctreins in the 31_mm mat 1A P. 0 raEdmrd - evILtim of

sipal plus noise greater than nt. Since the sical h.s a Polessei

distribution, tb stand-ard 0-eviation of the eicl equaLm ths c pqi.

root of ths-- N. The ctndfrd devIticm of nir! is abOut a-qul to

* since n is on' l. Thus the st-_ndard. devi-,tiWton of I-. Plus nola

is apprc1ately equal to (•+ e•)35 , a

aM •n. t + 2.Os

S.7300 electrons
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A graph is given, Fig. 12, for the rifle rangefinder showing the

probability of tho number of electrons occurring as current from the

detector during the 10"7 seconds when a signal is expected. The prob-

ability of there being a noise pulse to the right of the decision

level nt is 0.1% and the probability of having the signal plus noise

add up to less than nt is 2.5%.

CALCULATION OF POWE R!•JIREMUM

At the end of Chapter 2, Eq. 11 is used for background limited

noise. Because in one case detector noise is also rpreciable Eq. O1a

is used and xs is determined from the combination of the two sources

-2 2 4~ 2 aR
(1a) N 9 R e h c

PT = 4 AO AR K oK O"R K "t8

It will be seen (Chapter 1.1) that 9 can be made small enough so that the

j yard diameter object will be as large an the beam crosc-•ction at

1000 yards. That is 9 can be designed to be 1 milliradian. This

means that A = r(0 R) 2/4. In order to allow for the sniper to miss

aim the laser so that only half the target is hit, a factor of two is

Inserted.

Thus2 i7R a R h c

0 XT o KR 1"a
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All values have been determined except KR and K which will each turn

out to be 0.9. Substituting the appropriate values giver

P2 (L300) r(914)2 (.20)(6.63 x" 0x )'o X 108)

= 190 Vatts

PT is to be interpreted as being the average power delivered in 10.7

seconds; that is; the energy is to be 19 X 10"- Joules in 10O7 ecunds.

Sinea a typical Q-spoiled pulse is shorter than ft in thia case the

peak power of the pulse my be more than P If the rise time of the

detector and the components in the associated circuitry were faster

than 10-7 seconds, then the average power would not need to be so high

and advantage could be taken of the short laser pulse and correspond-

Ingly higher peak power. This however has been difficult to

acconlish on the first prototype. Hopefully future models will allow

more time to be spent in developing the electronics.
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Chapter 4

INRODUCTION

This chapter outlines the design for the rifle rangefinder.

Space does not permit a complete evolution of each part vith reasons

for discarding each possible idea for a better or*, however a

reasonably complete description of each casponent in the present,

prototype design, is presented.

The design can be exmined under five major headings: Laser,

Optical Design, Detector, TimIzg Circuit and Display, and Power Supply.

IASER

The requirements for the laser transmitter are that it produxe

19 microjoules in less than 10-7 seoords (it is alloed to continue

emission for Iwpr than 107 seconds but the start of this time

period is begun with the first light emitted and therefore a Qospoiled

laser Is Implied), that it be made of neodpaium-glass, that it be as

well collimted as is practically possible, that it have high
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efficiency in converting battery power t. light output, and above all

that it be mall, reliable, rugged and easily aperate4.

Up until the time that the rest of the design had already been

comleted the laser wAs a big problem requiring inch theught and

laboratory experimentation. The method of Q-spoiling vas the cause

of concera. Up until -;hen the device consisted of a prism on a cocked

spring with possibly a Ixur-Ge'hrke2 5 type arrangement to sharpe the

in-alignannt tim of the prism. Then when the rest of the design ws

all but coeplete, news of a major break-through in Q-spoiling lasers

was annotned;2628 this made the Job easy because the advantages were

so definite that a contract vwas simply iDaced with one of the companies

making the discovery to supply a complete laser with the above spec ifi-

cations. Basically the discovery consists of a piece of material about

one ca long and of the same diameter as the neodymium rod vhich is

placed Oith the rod, inside the resonating laser cavity. Of the three

groups having early results with the discovery, only Lear-Siegler was

able to obtain mterial vhich womld work at 1.06g; their material is

a specially doped urunium glass. The other tvo coepanies, Korad, Inc.

and International Business Machines have a liquid held in a glass

cell which works well for the ruby vavelength. Phnonnally the

material works by being almost opegue as the neodymium-glass is being

puev to the excited state thus spoiling the Q (Q stands for quality)

of the cavity. When the excitation level is sufficiently high the

material undergoes a pl~otochemical chrage and becomes clear allowvLu

the giant pulse to be emitted. It remins clear so long as the flux

throuh it is hi& enough, that is, until the excited energy level
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has been entirely depleted, and then becomes dark Wain ready to

repeat the pzoceso The method is entirely passive mechanically vith

no moving parts or input tlgger esigl; it is cqpact and rugged and

Its efficiency is higher than any previous Q-upoiler. While other

methods do not svitch the Q very efficiently and also require

auxiliary power to supply a pulse or run a motor, this "saturable

filter" has neither shortcoming. The glass requires a negligibly

s&l4 percent of the flashtube energy to populate an exaited state

above the ground state vhlch Is then saturated, wuhile the liquid

requires no pwmp powr at all.

Standard techniques are used for the flashtube and reflector. It

has been found that not only the im3laest configuration, but also an

extremly efficient mthod It to have a linear flauhtube in contact

vith the laser rod and a cylindrical reflector fitted as tightly

around then as practicable.

The resonant ends of the laser cavity vin be totally internally

reflecting roof prims., one end made on the laser rod and the other

on the saturable filter. One end vill have a flat polished on the

apex of the roof for the light to exit. This eliminates any thin-film

surfaces *ioJi might deteriorate or move out of alignaent and also

serves a purpose to be described in the next section. This is a

relatively nev method for extracting the energy from- the laser cavity

bind Is not c=letely understood. At first glance one vould s•rpose

that no rosoonnce nor strnding waves could be sustained in the region

of the truncation at all. The efficiency, however, appears to be

about as good as other forus of output coupling. A possible
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explanation might be to describe

all the lasing to off-axis modes

of resonance as sho'-m here.

It is calculated that the

minimum possible input which will still cause lasing action gives an

output which is more than that required for PT" Thus rathcr than

expending efforts to increase the output the primry developamnt needs

to be to decrease the threshold energy necessary for lasing.

The exit beam spread from the laser wilI be about 3 millira&lans

and will therefore need to be recolliuted to decrease this divergence.

OPTICAL DESIGN*

In a typiccl .1 r rarZefinder there are three distinct optical

systems performing separate tasks. One is a telescopic sight for

aiming the laser, one is a return energy-collection system, and the

third is a system %1Ich takes the light as it cames fro the laser

and projects it with decreased divergence.

It would be advantageous if these three sets of opti~c (particu-

larly the large, hevvy ob~ective lenas) could be synthesized in so

wy. The sighting scope can easily be combined by the use of a

diebroic mirror since the laser wvelength, 1.06p,, is outside the

* Much of this section on Optical DeL;g has been published pre-
viously by the author in a Naval Ordnance Test Station Technical
Publication (see reference 8) and in an invention disclosure to the
Navy.
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visuAl vavelengths. %be dichroic mirror Is placed behind the

objective lens to reflect the visAu b1t tranmdt the Infrared wye-

lengths. The ref)lected 110ht then goes to the eyepiece In the usmal

The tvo remining functions are combined as folloes. Using the

truncated prism described in the preceding section for the otput, the

laser light Is focused to a point, prolciag either a real or a

virtual Iuge. As the source is mochromatic and axial, aberrations

other than spherical do not exist. The best shape for the lens can be

found by uiniizing spberical aberration according to the forloving

relationship.

(13) r.fl2 n 4
r2 +m 2 +1

Where
n = the glass index

r 1 = the radius of curvature of the leus surface
on the side facing the collimzted light

r. - the radius of the opposite side

For glasses in the visual region, this gives a lens of nearly plano-

convex or -concave shape (for the seae of cowactness a megi.tive lens

is used). The point of light formed by this negative lens Is

adjusted to be on the axis and at the focus of the objective lens,

and the l~aer radiation is then projected vith a collimatian better

than the original colllmation by the ratio of the di amter of the
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objective lens to the diameter of the laser rod. However, not this

much pin i achieved when aber-ations become Important or ihen the

circle of least confusion is diffraction-limited.

Light coming back frm the target vilt can back through the sam

system; some vill reenter the apex of the prism, but most of it vill

be reflected to the side by a mirror vith a hole in the center as

shorn in Fig. 13P and focused onto the detector. For a large

objective lens, aberrations will bother less if only pert of the lens

Is used for the projector. In collecting the li1ht -tere aberrations

are not nealy so inportant, hoverer, the whole lens is used and the

area of the truncation nev tales uD a &_ -ler pereentage of the cross

section of the light beam. Also, a high quality lens can be uned with

a plastic aspherlcal lens as an amuilus surrounding it, thus further

decreasing equipment veight and cost. The other lens is threaded Into

the plastic, adjusted until the foci vatch, and then fixed permnently

in place.

To determine actual dimensions involved, ray-trace data were used

and the contribution of spherical aberration to the lateral image

dimension was calculated for several Indices. The result is plotted

as a function of the f/no. of the com, Fig. i4. The ordinato is

given as a pereentage of the plano-cooive lens diameter,, vhlch in

turn Is defined by the di ezter of the laser red. A seen from the

graphs on the next paeg, a plano-concave lens can be designed so that

spherical aberration is negligible and strict adherence to Eq. (13)
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Is not necessary. That ira, Eq. (13) my Show that the radii should be

in the ratlo of 6:1, but the ray trace data show that plano-concave

rafil approxinate this ratio closely enough.

To be more specific, the output divergonwe was calculated for a

6m diameter laser rod having a natural divergence of 4 mrad. The out-

put divergence is recollimteO by an optical system with a 50M

objective lens. As divergence approa...hes the asyn~tote, it is

diffraction-limited and the spherical aberration serves only to

redistribute the light within the diffraction image, putting more

light Into the rings instead of into the central disc. Let the out-

put divergence be labeled 0; +.3en, for the first part of the curve:

(1,•) 0 X f/no. x d + @.a.
= f/no. x D

Ndhere d = the diameter of the laser rod

D = the diAmter of the objective lens

= the natural divergence of the laser rod

. ,a the A'eter of the blur cfrcule due to
syberical aberration.

For the asutote part of the curve (where X is the laser wavelength):

0 = E6 o. x.d+12 X/d
(1-5) * X/oi~*2~/

I/no. x D

* A more detailed discussion of the tolerance for spherical
aberration sad the Rayleigh limit appears in Conrady 2 . See ref. 29.
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At the crossover point between Eqs. (l4) and (15), the value will be

sm hA~t lose than that given by Eq. (i4).

It Is felt that the mini.m resolution possible, without a great

deal of expense, for the awpheric,. plastic collecting lens annilus in

about 2 milliradians. The expense is not justified since background

is not the limiting noise and decreasing backgromnd noise does not

decrease the total noise significantly. A field stop is placed at the

receiver focus to exclude any light other than that in the 2 milli-

radian field-of-view from hitting the detector.

Referring to Fig. 16 it is seen that the electroscope fiber (to

be discussed), which gives the range readout, is imaged directly into

the telescope eyepiece. The beamsplitter reflects about 30% of the

light and transmits the rest. The fiber and reticle are seen only

ihen Illuminted by a liht behind the fiber.

DLrECTOR

The detector has been discussed in Chapter 3. The active element

In the detection process is silicon -which is specially "tuned" so that

its wavelength of maxinu response is 1.06p. It is followed by an

amplifior with an overall gain of 200. The transistors in the first

stage of the amplifier are to be mounted directly with the detector at

the focus of the collection optics and succeeding stages are con-

nected by a 10 am cable so they can be located more conveniently.
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TIMM CIRCUIT AND DISPIAY

The method used to display range information has been vorked out

Jointly by the author and Dr. Julian L. Thompson. In searching for a

method the advantages of a nuclear dosimeter vere explored. The dosi-

meter in mind is one designed to be worn in a person's pocket to

measure the integrated exposure to ionizing radiation. It consists of

a metal coated quartz fiber supported on a metal frsam as shown in

Fig. 17 with a surface surrounding the frame and fiber. The fiber

acts libe an electrometer so that in the case of the dosimeter vich

is used (Bendix Corporation) the fiber is close to the frame when

thsre is 100 volts potential difference between the chamber and the

fiber and frao. When the fiber and frae are charged to 160 volts

becaming mre positive with respect to the chamber, the fiber is

repelled by the fraws and moves toward the ion chamber valls. The

fiber is imaged by a lens onto a reticle or scale. When it is used

so a dosimeter incoming radiation ionizes the chamber and the fiber

thus records the total djsa& of radiation received. Used an a dosi-

meter the meximim electrical leakage is 1% of full scale for 24 hours.

A mexium change in sensitivity of +10% my occur under any probable

combination of: (a) temperature range of -140F to +150*F, (b) 50,000

feet altitude, or (c) 100% relative humidity. The units are small in

size, withstand high shock and vibration and weigh only one ounce.

A unit is designed in the circuit to act as a voltmeter and the

seals is changed to read increments of range. In addition to the
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advantags apparent fros the above features, the imgs oiý the quartz

fiber it designed to be displayed directly in the eyepiece of the

riflesaope v'ienever an illumination light Is tox-ned on. This allows

the sniper to keep his eye on the target while reading the range. It

is also possible with a cam arrangement to set automatically the

proper elevation into tha scope without taking the eye from the scope

by matching a needle to the fiber Inage in a manner similar to the way

an automatic camera sets the iris for varying exposure illumination.

The fiber arrangement requires no power such as is necessary to !ll-am-4-

sate nixie tubes or drive mechaaical counters and has an extremely

slmple accompwnying circuit which therefore will be smaller and more

reliable.

When used in a tlsifrr circuit the fiber is set to read the amount

of charge present on a capacitor (see the electronic diagram, Fig. 18).

The capacitor has a high voltage supply which is tumned on by the

flip-flop circuit when the laser fires. The capacitor then begins

charging and stops when the return light pulse is received and put Into

the flip-flop circuit. The ammuwt of charge on the capacitor is then

read on the dosineter reticle as range in yards.

Actually the flip-flop gates-on a transistor as shown which com-

pletes the circuit to the high voltage sMly. When the transistor

is gated off again the capacitor vould normally just discharge back

thrw4& the transistor; instead a high-speed diode is placed in the

dischargo path. Diodes are fast encvgh to catch the capacitor at the

peak of its charge and hold it there, but the best diede that coula be

famid still had a leak rate which alloved the capacitor to slowly
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eauses a high percentage chan in the sall capacitor and in the

desirter. Tis would -equire the rnt"'r to make an instantaneous

readzig of rtV-tr. To alrunvwent thim difffclty a mllptmro reed

relay in put fn feric with the diode. T-hle thae reed emitehl it rot

ft ernh to do the job of t! ftdete (the dioft r to to faztor

than 0-7 seconds, the reed switches in about a millisecond) it deesn't

leak since the contacts arm mchanically sevr*,ted; end the two of

them tpgether do the job that neither nould do nlone.

When the lasr fires, saw of the tranwdtted light along the

beem is seattered in all directions, som of it be'. to~mwd the

receiver. At clac.s5 r't,',,es this iM aa u- to bl dztaetod. =1i would

give a false signal. 9inee range is required only frca 200 to 1000

yardsp, a delay circuit is introdueed to keep the flip-flop frw

accepting a second pulus for the first 200 yards of range, and the

first reading on the retiele is a 200 yard serk.

PO•W SUPPLY

The voltgee aid eurr-nt zied aro litotd .o or laxr fiing.

It is felt that the rangefinder should be designed -ro give 50 thots

before the batter:Les are to be reeharged. Provision it mde to

re-hnrCn tht bstt--rt.c fremc~ itb.d2,- Mllt2ry vabicv U:ttor2oo, ttich

are 24 volts. Silver-mine batteries are used because of ';heir

superior energy to ight ratio. The batteries and capacitors are

hound In the rifle stock.
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Required per
puse Use

Q500 +500 volts Trigger voltage for flashtube
neglIgIble enera

+450 +5 volts Laser flashtube. Capacitors releasing 50 J per
50 JoulOs pulse will be charged in ten seconds, previous

to using the laser.

4200 +1 volt High voltao for timing capacitor
20 Joiles

+i2 volts Timing circuit - 120 Joules
battery supply Detector and amplifier supply - 20 joules
14O Joules

-100 +.5 volts Dosimter bias supply
negli.ible energ

I.'T iWtal energy required is 210 Joules/pulse X 50 pulses

10500 Joules. A 12 volt battery is planned with voltage converters

to prorids other voltages. The battery required will thus be

10500 Joules , 0.25 ampere hours. A silver-zinc batteryW6o seelmLn x M 'v

rated at a nmun3 0.5 ampere hours and consisting of 8 cells vill

provide this and vwil be rechargeable 20 to 140 times; it would veigh

6.4 ounces and have an overall volum of 7.3 cubic inches.
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